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ReVolvoing the S60
We take the Volvo S60  for a 
spin in one of our favourite areas 
just to tell you why it makes the 
perfect purchase. 

Words :  Vignesh
Photography : Praveen, Arvind
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A look into CARMA’s issue 5 will 
tell you that we have already covered 
the Volvo s60. But what we did back 
then was give you a preview before 
Volvo had media cars brought to 
their dealership in Chennai. Now 
that we managed to get one for test-
ing, here is the detailed review. The 
real thing; raw flesh.

Retina Attraction
Let us be honest here, I’m sure the 
external looks play a major parame-
ter for a car purchase. It’s like watch-
ing a movie with a real actress who 
knows what acting is but doesn’t 
look good. I’m not hinting at any-
one here, but what I’m trying to tell 
you here is that we need a package. 
A package that can give you perfor-
mance and also prove to be a looker 
when you stop at the lights. A perfect 
example that can fit into the boots 
of retina attraction and adrenaline 
pumpers is the Volvo S60. 
The S80 on the other hand repre-

sents more of a dull and bored ve-
hicle character and is sadly styled. 
Volvo probably gave it to a school 
boy who used his rulers to design 
the vehicle and just got his angles 
right. The S60 brings with it a lot of 
aggressive designing and very bold 
design signatures. One design line 
goes all the way from the front 
fascia, makes a small lift in the bon-
net and finds its way to the A pillar 
and another line starts just behind 
the headlamps, causes a mild lift in 
the bonnet and fades to an end 
behind the tail lamps. A close look 
with probably an eye closed can give 
you a better understanding to this 
and help you compliment the lines 
better. 
 The S60 commands a certain 
respect level that so much so that 
you tip your hat at it when you see 
one. It makes one enjoy and feel the 
art of automotive design by just a 
glimpse. It certainly did tempt me 
to run my hand on the design lines 
but I didn’t want to look stupid.

ReVolvoing the S60
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The wide and just perfectly big grille supplements the ag-
gressiveness in a more calculated and matured fashion. 
The headlamps are ferociously designed signalling the 
presence of a quite powerful diesel plant inside. These 
headlamps are also adaptive. This would mean your lamps 
turn when your car turns. Of course, this is an option that 
can be turned off using the “man - machine interface”. The 
standby lights that could be used and considered as Day-
time Running ones include an orange strip at the top of 
the headlamp unit and also the white bulbed unit just ad-
jacent to it. So, on the outlook, it looks like a furious eye. 
 Driving to the rear, the tail lamps are 
exceptionally styled and extend its limbs to cover the 
bunk portion as well. But these aren’t just reflectors. 
They have bulbs in them that actually glow as you can 
see in the images. Now that is something interesting.

Doors open, Doors close. 
Getting to the interiors, you’d find a balance of 
brown leather and grey. Some attention should 
also be given to the utility space inside – 2 glove 
boxes behind your automatic transmission knob 
and another one for the passenger seat. Since we 
had the lowest end of S60s – the D3 Kinetic, we got 
only the 6*6 inch information system screen. The 
D5 and the T6 versions will have bigger ones. 4 
roller dials help you out with the air conditioning 
and the music system. 
The Bluetooth equipped system enables you to 

connect your phone, access contacts and call logs, 
play music and also set speed dials. The driver is 
equipped with steering mounted controls and a 
scroll to help access options. The air condition-
ing system also has an auto climate option which 
can be turned off if necessary. The throw is real-
ly good and the rear vents mounted to the B pil-
lars instead of the usual practice of fitting behind 
the middle console helps in better circulation. 
The engine start/stop button is a bless-
ing to the automotive enthusiasts. Though 
who aren’t used to it would just find it weird. 
But yes, it definitely is a conversation starter.  
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The driver gets to adjust his steering position with 
telescopic and tilt steering options. Volvo can also 
remember his power seat options and ORVM po-
sitions by storing parameters in its memory. That 
is a very good add-on to a high-ender vehicle. 
 Inside, there is very minimal engine 
noise that the passengers can hear. So, good 
filtering there. But it does make quite a sound 
when you hear it from outside the car. A good 
feeling to the diesel heads, just noise to others. 
The seats are very comfortable and at some 
point you’d sink into them. The rear leg room is 
good. The cupped rear portion of the front seats 
helps getting the rear seated passenger some 
extra knee room as well. Having two split units 
of reading lights for the driver and passenger 
in the front and rear is a good idea altogether.

City streets.
Given that the S60 is slightly one of the over grown 
type, it does handle the streets well. The moder-
ately heavy steering does tackle your manoeu-
vring between lights and those small by-streets. 
It doesn’t take too long to get used to those di-
mensions. A small source of worry would prob-
ably be the front bumper when you try parking 
it in front of a wall. It is a little difficult to assess 
how far away the bumper actually is from you. 

The same doesn’t happen with the rear be-
cause you have reverse sensors that make the 
bong sound again when there are obstacles. 
The suspensions and shock absorbers are sur-
prisingly good dampers and don’t seem to 
complain about driving on our roads. Though 
you may want to reduce your speed on some 
speed bumps. The ground clearance is not 
great to be really honest. The S60 barely 
misses speed bumps by a hairline clearance. 
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When it comes to overtaking, you can 
feel the automatic transmission down 
shifting on sensing a lot of throttling 
thereby giving you more revs to the 
gear and shifting up. The shift from 3rd 
to 4th happens pretty quickly where as 
the 2nd is slightly delayed. That is good 
as long as you get the sufficient torque

Road Rollers

The wheels ensure a pretty good stance 
for the vehicle on the whole. The 
D3 variants come with huge 215/50 
R17s. The alloys prove to be look-
ers as well, but Volvo only gives you 
the primary standard designs. A few 
modifications would be really cool. 
 Above all that, the tyres are 
tubeless. The S60 comes with no spare 
ones as well. Volvo equips you with 
a puncture kit that fixes your punc-
ture using a certain chemical sub-
stance when you pump it with air.
.
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Safety
Volvo can probably use safety as it’s tag line as it 
worships it. Or should I say the safety concept wor-
ships the Volvo? It is probably the only auto ma-
jor that is so safety obsessed that it packs its cars 
with 6 SRS airbags covering the A pillar, the front 
dashboard and the C pillar. If those can give you 
a good sense of security when you crash, there is 
the ABS and Auto Braking that prevents you from 
crashing. So, we are talking two levels of safety here. 
 ABS with EBD is more or less a safety stand-
ard everyday in other cars placed in the same seg-
ment as this one and also the lower segments. The 
auto braking system on the other hand is Volvo’s 
idea of braking when the vehicle in front you slows 
down as well. This is a good value addition, espe-
cially on the Indian roads where lane discipline 
and pedestrian discipline do not exist. One cause of 
worry would be the vehicle coming behind you and 
not slowing down as quickly and sensibly as yours. 

The Power Train
The D3 variants are equipped with a 2 li-
tre 5 cylinder engine that churns out a 163 
horses whereas the D5 does 215. The T6 vari-
ant has a 3 litre 6 cylinder petrol engine that 
outputs 304 horses. That choice is yours. 
 All variants are Front Wheel driven, but 
you get Volvo’s option of additional option of “All 
wheel drive with instant traction” with the T6 only. 
All the variants have a mated 6 speed automatic 
gearbox that is quite rev happy and it actually does 
sound good. The thud you hear once you lift your 
leg from the brakes is a little disturbing though. 
The vehicle moves up to a speed of 10 kmph with 
first gear engages without you pressing the throt-
tle pedal at all. So, when you stop right before a 
speed bump, the vehicle makes sure you move 
ahead. The same applies for the flyover ascent 
during traffic jams.
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What’s missing?
All the above stand testimony to the fact that 
the S60 is a good package, but what does it lack? 
Yes. There is one main factor that the S60 loses 
while coming equipped with a million sensors 
and safety parameters – Driver involvement. 
 As a driver, you don’t feel involved with a ve-
hicle too much. Yes, it does look good to be driving 
one. But does it feel good? Not  so much. There is a  
constant sensation of something missing that sits 
in one corner of your mind. You just don’t become 
a part of it. It considers you as a separate entity. It al-
ways judges you. It keeps correcting you when you 
go wrong. It becomes more of a control freak. What 
if you want to go out of control? Sorry, not allowed. 

 What is good?
  1. It’s a Volvo.
 2. Exceptional styling.
 3. Safe with a capital S. 
 4. Comfort
 5. Responsive throttle and engine.
 6. Engine Start/Stop button.

 
 What is bad?
 1. People would think you own a bus. 
 2. Control freak.
 3. Very low driver involvement.
 4. Could have a better alloy wheel design. CARMA RATING 

8/10
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Narain 
Karthikeyan

He drives and takes corners at speeds what no other Indian 
can even imagine. He faces G-forces what only our Air-
force Pilots experience and his heart beats at a rate almost 
thrice the rate of ours. Millions around the globe may rec-
ognise him by his name, but have forgotten his true identity. 
His drive in the ill-fated team Hispania Racing Team is ruin-
ing his career progress and seriously hiding him from show-
casing to the world, the raw talent and speed he possesses.
“The spectators call him slow, his team asks him 
to get more sponsors to retain his drive, his engi-
neers echoes a radio message of system failure eve-
ry race. He doesn’t showcase the world his worries, 
but instead hides those in his smile and pushes even 
harder to get the best out of his available resources.”

A walk through the paddock and you can iden-
tify him by his wide grin and rustic Indian looks. 
Go ahead and have a chat with him and you will 
be astounded by his graciousness and humility. 
However fast the sport is, he will always stop by and hon-
or your wishes of taking his signature or a photograph. 
“ The world has forgotten his true identity. All that the audience 
notices is his broken car stopping in the middle of the race. “
How many of the viewers have even looked back at his 
career highlights? Whatever impression they have of him 
will change instantaneously. He has proved his skills and 
talent in every event of the numerous he has participat-
ed. Here is the list of championships he has taken part in: 
Formula Vauxhall Junior Championship, Formula Ford 
Zetec series, British Formula Ford Winter Series, Brit-
ish Formula Opel Championship, British Formula Three 
Championship, Formula Nippon F3000 Championship, 
Telefónica World Series, Nissan World Series, The 24 Hours 
of Le Mans, A1 GP, NASCAR and Superleague Formula.

Contributed by MyF1Eye
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Stunned?

Not just participation, but he has won many of 
them also. Even more surprising should be the fact 
that he is an Indian and achieved all of the above. 
An Indian unlike the European counter parts fac-
es many hurdles such as infrastructure, sponsors, 
technology etc etc. But he did not let any of those 
to stop him from achieving his ambition: Drive 
in Formula One, the pinnacle of motorsport. 

In 1996, he became the first Indian and the first 
Asian to win the Formula Asia International se-
ries. He tested a Formula One car for Jaguar Rac-
ing team as early as 2001, when he was just 24!! 
His formula one drive in 2005 for Jor-
dan team came to end as he could 
not satisfy their monetary demands. 

He continued as a test driver for Wil-
liams F1 team but it too came to a halt af-
ter his main sponsor TATA pulled out.
His efforts bore some fruits, when he returned to 

Formula One to drive for Hispania Racing Team 
in 2011. But it has done more harm than any good. 

“He is easily one of the Worlds Most Underrated 
drivers.”

Politics & Money have taken over the sport 
and have deprived many to survive and ex-
cel in the sport. Coming from a country where 
Motorsports is not recognised as a Sport, he has 
risen and successfully achieved his ambition of 
driving in Formula One. But noticing his raw skill 
and ability gone unnoticed is very disappointing.

His growth story will distinguish him from rest 
of the drivers in the global motorsport com-
munity. He is a true representative of India’s 
young spirit and he has set an example for the 
entire motorsports fraternity of India to follow.
His true identity is lost and many may never 
realize it, but for me and other million Indians, 
he will continue to be our hero. #trueindian.

Sandeep Ganesh
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The Swift’s evil 
Brother

If you are a true Swift enthusiast, this one 
can give you inner peace and get you closer to 
Nirvana. This Swift is high, doped and ODed so 
much that you don’t believe what is written. This 
is the result of placing the red chip instead of the 
green chip considering the Swift as Rajinikanth 
in Endhiran. It is violent and out of control. You 
are its Aishwarya Rai. It can take you over and 
punish you for not buying it, all in a good way. 
Here’s what.  

This way to Hell.

Text : 
Vignesh
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You can only look!
One look at the Swift and the 
heavily modified design cues 
make you realise that this is a 
Swift on steroids as previously 
indicated. So much that I had 
to pump myself with some glu-
cose to write this article. The 
Swift’s Sport brother takes the 
same platform and adapts the 
same parent design of its sibling. 
The large headlights now carry 
xenon lamps thereby removing 
the “I’m harmless” tag from the 
original replacing it with what 
may call monster eyes, similar 
to some of the characters you 
see in Animax toons. The wider 
and deep front grille makes the 
vehicle look more dynamic and 
thirsty for air. The strip coming 
across the middle of the front 
grille reminds you of the current 
Mitsubishi’s empire look theme, 
but who cares? The firmer and 
sportier fog lamp housing gives 
you a good first impression.  
The Sport, like all the sport mod-
els, comes with only two doors 
even though the rear seats are 
still present. This might prob-

ably remind one about the Zen 
Carbon and Steel fiasco that 
Maruti Suzuki tried in the early 
2000s. Suzuki has blacked out 
the A and B pillars for no par-
ticular reason, but it goes well 
with the combination. The de-
sign expression - the line that 
goes along the sides remains in-
tact. The skirts added to the sides 
supplement the design inten-
tion, but only to result in no sig-
nificant aerodynamic advantage. 
The rear spoiler adds to the vis-
ual factor as well. But only adds 
weight. Suzuki decided not to 
experiment much with the rear 
tail lamps. So, it’s pretty much 
the sober Swift you see from 
the back. The dual exhausts 
are a worthy addition prov-
ing useful in the performance 
and visual rating categories. 

The heart of the 
evilness. 
There are a lot of vehicles that 
have their Sport brothers which 
are just the original with a slight-
ly modified body kit. Some auto 

majors use this idea to throw in 
a special limited edition offer or 
probably even to give their exist-
ing cars a mid-life facelift. The 
i10 sportz is one of the best ex-
amples I can think of. There’s no 
change in the engine. All you can 
probably find is a spoiler thrown 
in and a “Sportz” branding just 
below the i10 badge. Before you 
jump to a conclusion that this one 
is something similar, roll back.
The Swift Sport is powered by 
a 1.6 Litre Suzuki Engine. Pet-
rol, Obviously. Don’t ever think 
of a diesel option. It’s a true 
by heart performance vehicle. 
The engine develops a meaty 
137 horsepower and a 160 Nm 
twist. Does this justify why I 
called this a Swift on steroids? 

Some countries get a 7 speed 
CVT transmission mated to the 
1.6er, but there are other coun-
tries that get a mated 6 speed 
manual gear box. If you ask me, 
I’d go for the 6 speed manual any 
day. Human judgement is way 
better than an ECU judgement 
especially when you don’t have a 
“Sport” mode activation button!

17 November 2012  |  www.autocarma.in
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What is  inside?
The Swift Sport is good from the outside, 
good from under the hood, so how does 
the interior look? You don’t see a huge 
change in the dash board arrangement. 
But one cannot not notice the sports seats 
in the front. The alloy pedals live up to an 
enthusiast’s. The sporty gear shifter adds to 
the thrill in its own way. The speedo and 
the tacho reflect sporty characters with an 
appealing font and design. The Tacho is 
definitely a necessity. What could be bet-
ter? A pop out one! Digital ODOs are a 
common feature now. The steering wheel 
now gets some leather to cover itself. 
The most satisfying of all the interior fea-
tures has to be engine Start/Stop button. 
This button adds a lot to the cumulative 
coolness factor. This small button with the 
start/stop text never fails to the give the 
driver an adrenaline rush. It gives you the 
feeling of driving a professional sports 
car or a small air craft. The satisfaction it 
gives the driver sitting behind the wheel of 
this little hyper active hatch is something 
that words cannot explain. Yes, I have a 
huge soft corner for it. I look forward to 
driving any car that has one. What more? 
If you think pressing it is so cool, it can 
even help you save fuel. Stop the engine 
at the traffic lights and switch it on, your 
heart rate peaks and the process repeats 
all over again. But again, that’s up to you



Will India see this?
Since this one is fortunate (or unfortunate) to not 
see the Indian roads, we’re not going to give up 
but think of a few alternatives that can probably 
make it more India friendly.  Like our friends at 
Indian Autos Blog pointed out, the Swift Sport can 
touch down on Indian roads if it can be equipped 
with the 1.4 L K series engines. These are the same 
engines currently powering the petrol driven Er-
tigas. The K series engine, being Suzuki’s greatest 
asset now is probably the best in class to maintain 
a break-even point between performance and fuel 
efficiency. The 1.4 L K series, with some slight 
tweaking perhaps can be the best solution to an 
Indian Swift enthusiast’s dream. But, there are a lot 
of other factors to consider before one can jump to 
that conclusion. A second alternative could be to 
use just the body kit on the existing Swift and call 
it the “Sports” version but not mean it. That way 

you can disguise a diesel drinking variant too. It is 
still a Swift. It will sell whatsoever. You don’t need 
eyes to buy India’s best handling hatch!

The Verdict. 
As hinted in all the above categories, it is no 
surprise that we love it. Actually, it’s the oth-
er way round here. We will be surprised if you 
do not like it. The Sport is obviously not an ac-
tual touring sports car. But it takes you closer to 
giving you a feeling of how it could be to drive 
one. All that, with the Swift tag, Jap design, Su-
zuki reliance, what could any enthusiast want? 
The price of all the thrills comes to an es-
timate of INR 14 Lakhs. Worth it or not? 
You decide. That’s the Swift Sport for you. 
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CARMA. is proud to present yet another service ! Carma is now 
India’s First Free Automotive e-magazine to launch an Android 
application. 

CARMA. Coming soon to Google Play. 
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Automotive JournAlism. 

If you ask a layman, in this case, someone 
who doesn’t know much about the automo-
bile scene in the country…The answer will 
be simple. “I see more BMWs and Audis on 
our roads now than I did five years back.”
This does put a lot into perspective. Times 
are changing, technology is growing by 
leaps and bounds, and we have adapted 
ourselves to it. The past few years have seen 
quiet a few foreign automobile giants mak-
ing a beeline for India. It’s impact on our 
economy, on our roads and living has been 
greatly debated upon and analysed. The ag-
gressive advertising campaign that Volkswa-
gen has subjected us to, complete with talk-
ing devices and literally ‘sending a shiver’ 
down our spines, stands testimony to this.
How has journalism reacted to this change?
Media as such is booming in India. Over the last 
few years, lifestyle journalism has generated a 
lot of interest. Be it Cinema, fashion or food, 
a lot is being written and said on these genres.
The reaction to the automobile develop-
ment has been no different. Newspapers 
have dedicated columns, TV channels 
have shows and websites analysing trends 

provide fodder to people interested in any-
thing on wheels. Automobile journalism as a 
specialized field is slowly becoming a big draw.
People who are passionate about auto-
mobiles are the ones who end up writing 
or reviewing automobiles. Like any other 
field, good knowledge of automobiles as 
well as constantly updated yourself with 
related trends and developments is an ab-
solute must. Coupled with good writ-
ing skills, the rest effectively fall into place.
It is an added bonus if a journalist is a good 
with the camera. “Beauty lies in the eyes of 
the beholder” is an oft repeated phrase. A 
journalist writing about a car or a bike com-
pletely taken in by its ‘beauty’ often wants to 
represent what he sees if not through words, 
at least through good visuals. It helps when 
you have good, working knowledge of han-
dling a DSLR camera. Beautiful pictures of-
ten add drama and some much needed di-
mension to writing. In contrast to the boom 
that automobile publishing is experiencing, 
be it industry news letters, enthusiast maga-
zines or buyers magazines, not enough is be-
ing taught with respect to this specialization.

Auto tAlk

with 
Poorvaja Sundar
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There are no colleges in India that teach 
Automobile Journalism as a subject. 
Added to this is the misconception that 
an engineering background helps when 
you have to write about it. To bust this 
myth, technical knowledge can be ac-
quired through plain interest as well!
 Coventry University in London offers a 
one year Masters course in Automobile 
Journalism. However many are often ap-
prehensive about pursuing something very 
specialized and opt to go in for a general 
Journalism course that will hone their skills.
The Buddh International Circuit play-
ing host to India’s first F1 Grand Prix has 
also given the country a fair bit of atten-
tion as far as motor sports are concerned. 
A lot was written and spoken about the 
track, the facilities the country had to of-
fer, the interest the people had and their 
reaction to such a sporting event. Being 
an automobile journalist will also entail 
you to cover motor sports- another im-
portant part of the automobile industry.
“A lot is being said and written about cars 
and bikes. It is opportunities galore for 

journalists in the country who are now 
even being sent abroad for launches” 
says Amrit Ramakrishnan, a car enthu-
siast and Journalism student. The main 
perks of being an automobile journal-
ist is that you will be writing and talking 
about something you love. People who 
are passionate about automobiles are the 
ones who end up as an automobile jour-
nalist. So you get to live, eat and breath 
cars and bikes. That does sound like a job 
tailor made in garage-heaven, doesn’t it!
Automobile journalism has great poten-
tial considering the number of cars and 
bikes that are yet to hit our roads. As 
technology gets better, the industry too 
sees a leap in development. As the years 
come, there is a lot of scope for jour-
nalism as a lot has to be said and writ-
ten about this ever-changing industry.
This is probably the best time for automo-
bile journalism. If you have a passion for 
journalism coupled with love for cars and 
bikes, there is no better field. Grab a pen or 
a mike and give the world your take on it!

Journalist- Movie buff - TV Show 
addict - Music lover - Sports watcher -
Love reading and writing in equal measure - 
Occasional blogger.

Profile 
description

Follow 
Poorvaja

You can follow Poorvaja on Twitter : 
www.twitter.com/WhatteWow



When we go 
POLO DANCING!

Your pre-used vehicle for this month   

The VW Polo

Our used car review for the moment can’t find a worse time to 
enter our garage. 2012 hasn’t shown any green lights for the VW group 
in India. Though the Vento seems to be surviving the industry drag 
race, the Polo is lagging behind when it comes to sales and service. 
So, why is this happening? Taking some reference from a fel-
low journalist’s blog, it is all because of dealership arrogance 
and sales negligence. The Polo’s owner seems to have a long list 
of complaints on the same issues as well. Though there is unof-
ficial information from the VW Group that they might be dis-
continuing the production of our test vehicle model – the 1.2 L 
petrol Polo, we still went ahead and gave it a shot. This is prob-
ably the last review the Petrol engine Polo would ever see!

Retina  Attraction.
Some might argue that the Volkswagen designs 
are old school. Some believe every auto major 
should implement design patterns similar to the 
Fluidic concept by Hyundai. But, Volkswagen is 
not a very bothered group. Yes. Their designs do 
give a not-so-youthful look, but they do work. 
The polo begins by showing off its front empire 
look grill existing in its brothers as well – the Ven-
to, Jetta, Passat and Toureag. Design lines aren’t 
that significant and that gives a simple yet elegant 
feel to it. The stream lined roof ends with a rear 
spoiler attached adding a star to the visual factor. 
The honey-combed lower front grille makes a 

dull impact but the fog lamps mounting does 
look good and gets the Polo the “cool” badge. 
The headlights reflect a frugal character and a 
juicy engine. Chrome lining in the grill adds 
some charm to it as well. The splitter alike front 
bumper supplements the design. The tail lights 
look like what you borrowed from your great 
grand fathers’ cars. Very retro. But classy enough.
The muscled out wheel arches on the front 
and rear make an impact to those who have 
the knack to observe design detailing. Indica-
tors on the ORVMs could have been a good 
add on.One very interesting feature is the boot 
opener which is the Volkswagen symbol itself. 
Give it a press and the boot opens smoothly. 
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This is interesting because of the whole idea 
as well. I would pay this idea on optimal 
space, looks and utility a million pounds be-
cause that is a hard balance to maintain.

Doors open, doors close.
Polo makes sure that the interiors do not disap-
point. That probably justifies a fraction of the 
ambitious pricing. You get a good package of rich 
leather and plastic. The dashboard design isn’t the 
fluidic type you see in the entry level Hyundais 
or not as simple as the Suzukis, but this semi-
simple yet elegant designing brings with it a feel 

of maturity that Volkswagen knows what it is do-
ing and does not like to experiment. All Volkswa-
gen cars in India come with the same interior kit.
The music kit comes with a decent set of 
speakers and performers. The mono display is 
dull but works well. Dummy buttons exist, which 
disappoints the evaluation. The air conditioning 
knobs and dials look contemporary. Some util-
ity space is cramped up beyond the gear knob.

Volkswagen has kept the steering simple and 
avoided the steering mounted controls for 
the music.The music system is not equipped 
with Bluetooth though and this might make 
Ford’s Figo more attractive in this segment.



The air conditioning system works well with a good 
throw. You can rely on it to cool quick. The seats sink in 
well and are well cushioned. The seat covers you see in 
this particular vehicle are an aftermarket attachment. 
The driver gets adjustable and telescopic steer-
ing positions for driving comfort. Instru-
ment cluster has a tachometer as well which 
is a point to be appreciated. A digital odom-
eter and a fuel gauge is a standard these days. 
A passenger at the rear is not comfortable thanks 
to the cramped and claustrophobic rear leg 
room. It is surprising that a vehicle with a suffi-
cient wheel base has a lack of rear legroom. Bet-
ter space management lessons need be taken?
In-cabin engine noise filtering could have been a 
notch better. Tyre noise finds its way inside though. 
The engine makes quite a sound when you’re out-
side – so much that you believe it is a diesel en-
gine. The best thing about the Polo’s interior de-
signing would be the strong and feel-solid frame 
cage. Being firm and rigid you can hardly sense 
the speed at which you’re driving unlike other cars 
where vibrations accompany the throttle pedal.

City Streets 

The Polo loves the city. And you will love the Polo 
just for that. You can literally pole dance with it. 
The very light steering, the way the vehicle moves 
with little roll felt by the rear passengers, the way 
it handles corners make it a true petrol head. 
Ground clearance is a mild worry when it 
comes to speed bumps but an angular ap-
proach helps in tackling those especially when 
you have load. The suspensions and shocks are 
on the hard scale and make you feel the thuds. 
Over taking is a piece of cake and finding gaps in 
between vehicles is what the Polo is built for. Com-
pact size, a good 75 bhp engine and a nice throttle 
response can make juggling between lanes more fun. 
The A-pillar blind spot does exist but I have seen 
worse cases. Parking is not an issue on the streets. 
The driver may not have full view of where he is 
headed in reverse, but it is well under tolerance levels. 
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Safety
 The Polo gives you premium safety for premium pricing. Dual air bags in   
 the front for the passenger and driver serves as good safety devices. 
 For the brakes, you have ABS, available only in the highline variants, sup  
 porting the front discs to prevent wheel locking and steering control.  The
 rear wheels have the standard drums. 



The Drive Train
The Polo we got for test had a 1.2 litre petrol engine 
churning out 75 horses. VW offers diesel engine 
options as well. The engine is a 3 cylinder unlike 
its competition, yet churns out more horses than 
the usual. All variants are front wheel driven. 
All variants have a mater 5 speed gearbox. 
This, being a vehicle having covered rough-
ly 60000 kms in less than a year has a very 
sticky gear box. The change from first to sec-
ond is slightly glitchy, but others engage well. 
The constant mesh gearbox comes with the reverse 
gear right next to first gear’s position. So, you are 
required to push the knob down to shift to reverse. 
Fuel economy is a standard 11 pointer. 

But it is implied that a customer who is 
game for a premium pay should be men-
tally prepared to expect only such numbers.

What could stop your 
purchase?
As mentioned earlier, dealership arrogance is a 
primary reason which is keeping buyers away. 
Very poor customer connectivity and customer 
relationship management are also concerning 
factors. The lack of space in dealerships in and 
around Chennai is also a regular in our complaint 
list that we are hearing from VW owners. Apart 
from these, expensive spare parts play spoil sport.

 
 What is good?
  1. Mature looks. 
  2. Respect-izer. 
  3. Manoeuvring.
  4. Throttle response. 

 
 What is bad? 
  1. Price
  2. Fuel economy
  3. Dummy buttons
  4. Rear legroom. 

Text : 
Vignesh

Images : 
Praveen and Arvind
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ADITYA PATEL 
Q. This is probably a frequently asked question, 
but we need to hear it from you. How did you get 
into motorsport? 
A. Being brought up in a family with a racing 
history, I guess it was bound to happen sometime. 
I started out as a spectator when I was very young 
and when the interest grew, I found myself be-
hind the wheel!

Q. Is starting with gokarts the best way to enter 
the motorsport world? Or are there better alterna-
tives?
A. Personally, I feel Go-Karts are the best 
things to teach you all the fundamentals of rac-
ing. It’s like learning the alphabet before writing a 
sentence.

Q.. Who is your inspiration? And why? 
A. Ex Saloon car racer, J.D Madan. For his im-
mense will power.

Q. Any tips for a budding racer? 
A. There’s no such thing as the perfect lap but 
you can always aim to get there.

Q. Why did you move from VW to Audi racing 
given the fact they belong to the same automotive 
family? 
A. The answer is in the question. Yes, they be-
long to the same family and hence it seemed more 
like a progression to help me move to GT3 cars.

Q. Which racing experience would you choose 
– VW Scirocco R or Audi? And why?
A. Given a chance, I would do both! They are 
completely different cars as well as different forms 
of racing. I loved racing the Scirocco and now I’m 
enjoying the Audi R8 as well. To choose between 
the two is hard.

Speaks to CARMA. 
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Q. How was the Nurburgring 24hr experience?
A. To be a part of one of the biggest 24 hour 
races in the world is definitely quite an amazing 
experience. There is so much that goes on during 
the week which made the atmosphere like noth-
ing I’d ever seen before.

Q. As a racing enthusiast, what would you 
choose – F1 or Le Mans? And why?
A. Well, there are many other races that I 
would also choose from. To me, the goal is to en-
joy what I race as well as give it my best everytime 
I go out on track.

Q. We have read that you prefer racing in sa-
loons than in other single seater racing vehicles – 
why is that? 
A. Purely because I enjoy it a lot more. Sa-
loons seemed to suit the way I drive and even the 
racing is a lot tighter. I’ve never walked out of a 
saloon car race without a smile on my face!

Q. Have you driven around the BIC? What do 
you think about it?
A. Yes I have been around the BIC a few times 
in the Audi R8. It’s quite an amazing facility and 
the circuit provides for some good racing. I would 
love to race there some day!

Q. Do you think enough encouragement is giv-
en to motorsport in India? 
A. Well, it’s growing for sure. It is an expen-
sive sport and does require lot of finance for a 
race track or even a race car. Hence, it will take 
time but we’re getting there.

Q. What is your favourite circuit globally and 
why? 
A. The Norschleife in Germany. It is unbeliev-
ably fast and the ONLY track that scares me every 
single time! Apart from this I also like the Macau 
street circuit.

Q. What are your rides in Chennai? ( reader 
submitted question)
A. Well, for now I don’t have a ride but some-
thing special coming soon ;).

Q. What is your favourite street car? (reader 
submitted question)
A. Always been a fan of the Audi RS5 (not just 
because I race for them).

Q. Are there any training academies in Chen-
nai that train youngsters to race? (reader submitted 
question)
A. There are a few racing schools for Karting 
as well as Race cars. They’re definitely the places 
to go to if you want to start racing!



Bugatti Type 57SC Atlantic
In the modern world the name “Bugatti” brings 
to your mind only one car The Veyron in various 
iterations starting from the original to the Super 
Sport. Someone who knows Bugatti’s background 
should not be surprised with these cars as Bugatti 
has always been a company known for producing 
fast cars. The history of Type 57 started in 1934 
and soon enough Bugatti came out with a faster 
and lighter version called the Type 57 S and then 
the Type 57 SC which had a compressor. But the 
Type 57SC Atlantic was probably one of the most 
mental, expensive and rarest cars by Bugatti. Only 

four of these were ever made and many believe that 
this was Bugatti’s entry into the super car market.
 The phenomenal design was person-
ally done by Jean Bugatti, Ettore’s son. The in-
fluential design had some interesting features 
such as the avant-garde tear drop shape coupled 
with the kidney shaped doors and riveted fins. 
The reason for using rivets was that the mate-
rial that was proposed to be used for this vehi-
cle was an alloy of Magnesium and Aluminum 
called “electron” was combustible and as a re-
sult the engineers were unable to use welding.
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The Aerolithe prototype called after the greek word for meteorite debuted at the 
1935 Paris Motor show and was the only Atlantic to feature an all Magnesium body 
as by the time of production Aluminum was used owing to safety and simplicity. 
But it is important to note that the rivets stayed despite changing the material.

There were three other cars that were actually produced and sold. The first one 
is characterized by the low headlamps that would protrude just  a little bit. It 
was built in 1936 and was sold to Lord Philippe de Rothschild of London in 
light blue with Dark Blue interiors. The car was sent back to Bugatti in 1939 by 
one owner to fit it with a supercharger there by making it an actual 57SC. Then 
the car was purchased by Bob Oliver who had modified the car which was then 
changed back to its original 1936 configuration by its next owner. The car was 
the purchased by the Mullin Automotive Museum and it now resides there.

The second car stayed in France and was sold to the 
Holzschuch family who sold it back to the factory in 1937. In 1955 the car suf-
fered a terrible train crash killing both the passengers and the remains of the 
car was held at the Gien Train station for ten years before it was purchased by 
Paul André Berson and recreated using as many original panels as possible.

The third car was sold to R.B. Pope of London in Dark Sapphire Blue. The 
car was fitted with a supercharger in 1939 and later sold to the famous fash-
ion designer Ralph Lauren who restored the vehicle and finished it in black.

The Atlantic was fitted with a 3.2L 8 cylinder inline engine producing a total of 210bhp@5500rpm. 
The car had a specific power rating of 220bhp and was capable of reaching speeds of upto 
200kmph. The acceleration was also pretty staggering considering the era in which it was built in 
with 0-60kmph in about 10 seconds. All the cars are now supercharged. The fuel was fed using a 
Stromberg UUR-2 Carburetor and the engine was lubricated with a dry sump lubrication system.

The 77 year history of each of the Atlantics is quite a journey and the car was indeed a
landmark in the automotive world. Presently, the prototype is compete;ly lost and only two of the 
three production models remain largely original. The car in the image is the one present in the Mul-
lin Automotive Museum in California.

Text : 
Praveen Srikanth
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I was compiling a list of new cars to be intro-
duced in India and I was feeling rather bored. 
As much as I like new car launches, the future 
array of Nissan’s, Renault’s and Maruti’s left 
me wanting for more. At that very instant, I 
got a call from BMW India informing me that 
their 640d and M5 were available for a test 
drive. Being a true petrol head, it was the M5 
that caught my attention. However, I was told 
to take the 640d first and the M5 would follow 
suit. Frankly, I was a bit disappointed; reason 
being that I was never a fan of the previous 
generation 6 Series to begin with. The previ-
ous 6 looked a bit dull and somehow the en-
gine options never ignited the torch. So it was 
with much apprehension that I received the 
keys to the 640d. What follows in this article is 
my experience living with the car for a couple 
of days.

Beaming 
the 6er 
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Text : 
Anjan Ravi
Photography: 
Snehaa Sundaram



The Exteriors: 

The 6 Series is BMW’s offering for a GT (Grand 
Tourer). BMW India has on offer the 650i and 
the 640d. Also, you can get the 650i in a coupe 
or a convertible while the 640d coupe is the only 
body style available with diesel. The new 6 has a 
mix of handsome lines and sculpture mixed into 
a beautiful body style. If you view the side profile 
carefully, you can notice the lines of an American 
muscle car. Certain cars look bad when viewed 
at certain angles. With the new 6, you will nev-
er have that problem. As far as word analogies 
go, the 6 has the charm and appeal of Aamir 
Khan and the body and looks of John Abraham. 
You will surely make heads turn wher-
ever you go. To top it, if it’s Vermilion 
Red, you are assured a huge fan following. 

As far as technical specifications go, the 6 is quite 
the large car measuring at 4894 mm bumper 
to bumper. Navigating the 6 through crowd-
ed streets can be unnerving at times. However, 
once you get used to it, you realize that it’s rela-
tively easy to drive in the city. The only problem 

as such would be the very low 124 mm ground 
clearance. Even while driving it in Comfort+ the 
6 tends to scrape its belly over speed breakers. 
The 19’’ wheels only add to compliment the 
6. BMW will charge you a good INR 185,000 
for 20’’ M alloy wheels if you want them. 

The 6 looks stunning, period.

Interiors and Comfort:

Open the frameless door and you are greeted 
with the familiar ambience that accompanies all 
BMW’s. For an additional Rs 60,000, you can get 
the soft close doors that work brilliantly. When a 
normal door is not closed properly, you have to 
open it and close it a little harder. With BMW’s 
soft close option, when the door is approximately 
within 6 mm of the lock, a motor automatically 
closes the door fully shut! 

As usual, interior quality and attention to detail 
is fantastic. A small disappointment came in the 
form of the bad cushioning on the leather seats 
that I felt was a bit too firm for comfort.
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You get powered seats for the driver and the pas-
sengers and basically you can adjust anything 
and everything at the push of a button. To get in 
to the rear, you can press a button on the front 
seats that slide them all the way. Even then, ac-
cess to the rear seats is difficult and it is advis-
able to stack the fairly thin ones at the rear. Also, I 
felt that the speed with which the front seats slide 
forward and backward is a bit slow, thus mak-
ing the entire process of getting in and out of the 
car time consuming- a problem that can cause a 
small traffic jam behind you. The amount of rear 
legroom on offer can only be termed mediocre at 
best. But then again, this is a grand tourer and it 
is assumed you would seldom use the rear seats 
for anything but shopping bags. Meanwhile, the 
driver’s seat has a completely different story. You 
do feel like you are in a cockpit as all the controls 
are within reach. I love the way BMW has stacked 
up and arranged all the buttons and controls. In 
fact, once you get accustomed to the interiors, I 
bet you can change the AC controls, operate the 
iDrive and everything with your eyes closed! 
And apart from all this, if you want your 6 to 
have that extra air of exclusivity, you can always 
tick a lot of options BMW has for you. Sports 

seats, ceramic package, comfort access, contrast 
stitching for the leather and many more. We 
have included the list of options and the num-
bers you will need to fill in that big, fat check-
book of yours when your pen does the ticking. 
So that said, the interiors of the 640d score big. 

Boot space is very good as well. You get a 
very usable boot that is decently shaped. 

Engine, Gearbox and Performance: 

The 640d has a rather sane 2993cc straight 6-cyl-
inder diesel engine under the hood. Now you are 
reading that and probably going “Hmm...Well 
that’s no good”. But then I can tell you that it is 
twin turbo charged and produces 313bhp. Again, 
you are frowning and that is understandable. The 
bigger 650i makes 407bhp and a Honda Accord 
V6 churns out 275bhp. Well, here is something 
to keep your frown away. The 640d has 630Nm of 
torque from 2000rpm. The bigger 5.2 V10 Audi R8 
so called supercar has 530Nm. The 6 is all about 
torque and the way twisting force is converted 
to crazy fast and spit on your face acceleration.
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The specs? 0-100km/h is discharged within 5.5 
seconds. Before driving the 640d, I would have 
voted Audi as the best diesel engine maker. A 
couple of years ago, I remember reading a jour-
nalist’s opinion of the initial prototype of the 
R8 diesel. It was supposed to have 1020Nm of 
torque; however, due to the non-availability of 
a clutch capable of handling that they had to do 
with half of that. After driving the 640d though, 
I can say without a doubt that BMW could well 
be the number one diesel engine maker! It is in-
deed a tall claim to make and the reason is be-
cause the 640d exceeds our tall expectations. 
Gearbox in sports mode, suspension in Sport 
and foot flat down. It is that simple. The sheer 
pace with which it accelerates is astonishing. 

A question I constantly kept getting was about the 
sound the engine makes. The car looks good, but 
does it sound good as well? I’m very happy to tell 
you that I don’t mind making the engine note of 
the 640d the calling bell for my house. I was com-
pletely surprised with the way the engine sounds. 
It’s a straight 6 diesel revving and sounding like 
V6 petrol. Flat out acceleration sounds are some-
thing rather special as well. Given the high rev-
ving nature of the 6, the engine sounds especially 
thrilling at the top end, urging you to go further. 
As far as big diesel engines go, Audi’s V12 diesel 
is a bit of a lunatic. I haven’t driven that yet and 
hence cannot comment or compare. However, 
BMW must be commended for the way they have 
tuned this oil burner. It offers the best of all worlds.

The 640d comes with an eight-speed gearbox that 

offers super smooth shifts when left to its own. 
Driven in the softest setting, you can hardly tell 
when the gearbox swaps a ratio and the progress 
is very smooth without any jerks. Even when driv-
en in the comfort mode, the gearbox is more than 
willing to shift down by one or even two gears 
when your right foot calls the shots. Also a point 
to be mentioned is the superb joystick like gear 
lever that is now a standard in all BMW’s (save for 
the X1). In fact I was impressed with the speed in 
which the gearbox shifts even in comfort mode. 
It is like a nice butter knife, spreading all the juicy 
torque in a fast and smooth manner. And fast. 

And with great power comes greater respon-
sibility. Which is why you get big 348 mm ven-
tilated discs at the front and equally big 345 
mm discs at the rear. They provide for very 
good stopping power and even under several 
hard braking tests, the 6 never lost composure. 
The grip from the tires is very good as well.

Ride, Steering and Handling: 

a. Comfort+ mode: While going through pot-
holed riddled Chennai, I chose this mode for 
general driving with city speed limits. The ride 
quality, even in this setting is pretty poor and 
potholes and bumps on the road enter as a 
rough shatter through your spine. What makes 
things worse are the hard leather seats which 
have almost no cushioning in them. As a result, 
you have to slow down to a near walking speed 
(also because of the low ground clearance). 



The traction control is switched ON in Comfort+. 
As a result, when you throw the 6 around a corner, 
there is just that hint of under steer and you let go 
off the power yourself rather than the computer 
cutting it. The 640d weighs a hefty 1790 kg and 
you certainly feel the weight of the car. Clearly, the 
6 does not like its direction to be changed sudden-
ly. Adding to this is the relatively light steering. 
While moving about at city speeds, it is a boon. 
However, I would have preferred a bit more weight 
to it at a higher speed. That said, the light steering 
provides fantastic feedback and you know how 
much lock you need to apply for any given curve. 
Body roll is controlled very well, but present still. 

b. Sport+ mode: With just a few pushes of the 
same button, you can activate the Sport+ mode. 
Well first thing you are asking is how is it dif-
ferent from Sport. Simple, traction control and 
other electronic driving aids are switched OFF 
in Sport+. The 640d sends 630Nm to the rear 
wheels. Do the math. Very low speed, foot flat 
down, turn the steering and immediately the 6 
slides its rear end. Apply a dab of opposite lock, 
foot still flat down and you have got yourself a 
diesel-powered lunatic that will go sideways all 
day long! Handling is better as well. You can now 
enter a corner at a higher speed, foot flat down 
while cornering and opposite lock and the 6 will 
be more than willing to entertain you. Forget the 
under steer now. The earlier quick gearbox be-

comes even quicker if that is possible. It holds 
on for a gear longer and even the slight accel-
erator dab translates to an immediate downshift. 

However, what becomes progressively worse is 
the ride. It is rock solid and each time you want 
to take a speed bump, you have to put in Comfort 
mode. That aside, the Sport+ mode truly makes 
the 640d a car you can use on a track and most 
importantly, you it will put a smile on your face. 

Other features and parameters: 

As a standard feature, the 640d comes with a Start-
Stop system that turns off the ignition when you 
are not moving for more than 5 seconds. It works 
brilliantly and the starting and stopping is instan-
taneous. However, you will always know when it 
happens as you feel a small vibration whenever 
the engine is starting again. This may be due to 
the fact that it is a diesel engine. Also, the sys-
tem is very intuitive. If you are periodically stop-
ping and starting (as in the case of a traffic snarl), 
the feature does not work given that it is point-
less to stop and start for something like a second. 
For INR 600,000 you can get the 6 with a 
Bang & Olufsen stereo system and speak-
ers. A quick consumer advice. It is not worth 
it. Quality is good but 6 lakhs seems over 
the top. Go ahead with the standard ones.
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Fuel economy: 

So the 640d is a BMW weighing 1.8 tonnes, doing 
a sub 6 second to the ‘ton’ and having a top speed 
limited to 250 km/h. All from a 3.0L straight six. 
How much do you think the 640d averaged for a 
liter of ordinary diesel when driven like a luna-
tic continuously? A whopping 9.7km/l is what it 
did! Lets put things in perspective. My 1.6 Petrol 
SX4 does 5.5km/l when I drive it hard and just 
manages 10 when driven like a chauffeur. Our 
old X3 did just about 9 even though it had a 2.0 
diesel from the 3 Series. If while reading this re-
view, you haven’t fantasized the 640d yet, it is a 
very good time to worship it now. Add to the fact 
a 70lt tank and we are talking about Chennai-Goa 
on a tankful and maybe more. What is more is 
that it is recommended you use the normal die-
sel instead of a premium one. So we are talking 
40 odd rupees for 10 km of unadulterated fun. 

The Verdict: Should you buy one? 

Ignore the heading. While giving reviews of 
cars such as the 640d, we try not to give con-

sumer/buying advice. Mainly because when 
you’re spending more than 80 lakhs for a car, 
you would rather drive it yourself and form 
your own impressions rather than me tell-
ing you. So let me stop with just the verdict. 

For an ex-Showroom price of 80 lakhs, BMW is 
giving you a GT that has well established itself in 
international markets. Add to the fact the exotic 
looks and superb interiors of the car and you have 
the deal sealed halfway. Add to all that a beautiful 
engine which offers brilliant performance and you 
have just reached in your briefcase to take out that 
cheque book. Finally, consider the running costs 
and the brilliant efficiency. You just signed all the 
paperwork and cannot wait for D-day to arrive! 

The 640d is a joyous occasion rather than 
‘just a car’. When you drive it around, peo-
ple smile, wave hands and are generally happy 
to see it. What’s more, it puts a smile on your 
face even when you factor in all the small nig-
gles such as the hard ride and low ground clear-
ance. And that is why we are giving it a 8.5/10. 

What’s good:
1. Brilliant blend of performance.
2. Pure driving pleasure. Fastest and  
 ‘funnest’ way of getting from A to B.

What’s bad:
1. Ride quality poor
2. Hard leather seats
3. Low ground clearance 
4. Certain options very expensive

CARMA. RATING
8.5/10
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